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ABSTRACT
Recently proposed OFDMA backscatter could improve both concur-
rency and spectrum allocation flexibility for backscatter systems
based on OFDM. However, we find that it is remarkably ineffi-
cient for the existing design to scale up in prototyping: it requires
one-by-one offline computation to obtain tags’ operating param-
eters, in order to ensure orthogonality among subcarriers in the
system; moreover, the tag hardware has to be dedicatedly modified
offline before being assigned multiple subcarriers. The inefficiency
is caused by the current analog frequency synthesis design for
the tag. This paper proposes DigiScatter, an OFDMA backscatter
system realizing digital frequency synthesis, which provides an
efficient prototyping approach for large-scale OFDMA backscatter
networks. In DigiScatter, we for the first time integrate IDFT into
the tag design; such a simple but effective improvement enables
the system to support high concurrency and flexible spectrum re-
source allocation through pure software configurations in an online
manner. We build a prototype and conduct comprehensive experi-
ments to validate our design. DigiScatter physically realizes 100 and
300 concurrent OFDMA backscatter transmissions in 2.4GHz and
900MHz respectively, and provides frequency synthesis capability
for supporting 1019 concurrent transmissions.
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Figure 1: DigiScatter overview.

1 INTRODUCTION
Backscatter communication can provide µW power level backhaul
to Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices, which usually have very limited
energy budgets [2, 3, 5, 6, 9–13]. With proliferation of IoT widgets
featured by short bursts of data into human activities, scalability of
the backhaul becomes critical, where the crux is to support as many
concurrent backscatter transmissions as possible. The groundbreak-
ing work ofNetScatter presents the distributed chirp spread spectrum
(DCSS) mechanism [3], which allows 256 concurrent backscatter
transmissions. With DCSS, each of the concurrent backscattering
devices is assigned a unique cyclic shift of the chirp signal, and the
device then conveys bits with OOK (ON-OFF Keying) modulation.

While novel and promising, the DCSS design is based on chirp
spread spectrum modulation technique, which is known as the
core of LoRa [2]; in contrast, most of the modern wireless systems
including 802.11 a/g/n/ac, 4G and 5G adopt orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) as the modulation scheme [32], based
on which orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)
can be realized for concurrency enhancement. Zhao et al. for the
first time enables OFDMA in the Wi-Fi backscatter network [5],
which realizes 48 concurrent backscatter transmissions leveraging
the OFDM framework of 802.11g. With OFDMA backscatter design,
tags perform frequency shifting to the excitation signal, in order to
generate backscattered signals filling bands of those OFDM sub-
carriers. This is equivalent to assigning each tag a subcarrier, thus
simultaneous backscatter transmissions incur no interference with
each other due to orthogonality among those subcarriers.

Concurrency of the existing OFDMA backscatter design theoret-
ically depends on the number of subcarriers the OFDM framework
defines: Imagine that the next-generation Wi-Fi 802.11ax could
contain 996 subcarriers in 2.4GHz and 5GHz band respectively
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[23–26], then it should be possible to realize thousands of concur-
rent transmissions. Moreover, the OFDMA backscatter can provide
heterogeneous connectivities to tags: it is possible to assign 4 sub-
carriers to a particular tag, which increases the tag’s data rate by 4
times [5].

However, we find that it is remarkably inefficient for the proof-
of-concept OFDMA backscatter network to scale up in prototyping:
it requires one-by-one offline computation to obtain tags’ operating
parameters, in order to ensure orthogonality among subcarriers
in the system; moreover, the tag hardware has to be dedicatedly
modified offline before being assigned multiple subcarriers. The
inefficiency is caused by the current analog frequency synthesis
design for the tag. In particular, the tag design is shown in Fig. 1(a),
where the excitation signal is split into two ways. Along the upper
path, the signal is demodulated and decoded to obtain the control
information, which notifies the tag the frequency shift supposed to
realize. The frequency synthesizer generates an analog single tone
with selectable phases and frequency ∆f , which is for not only
payload information modulation but also making the tag work in
desired subcarrier frequency. Then the I/Q output of the modulated
signal controls the RF switch network to perform mixing with the
continuous wave (CW) coming along the lower path.

The frequency synthesizer is realized by a voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO) based phase locked loop (PLL) using FPGA [5]. In
order to ensure strict frequency orthogonality among backscattered
signals, it is recommended that operating parameters of the PLL
on each tag are carefully computed offline with dedicated software
such as clock wizard [37]. It is time-consuming to obtain those
parameters when there are hundreds to thousands of tags, and
sending those parameters to tags through the system downlink in-
curs non-trivial messaging overhead, considering that the downlink
of backscatter systems is usually with limited capacity under simple
OOK modulation scheme. Moreover, the tag has to be modified by
installing an 8 way splitter/combiner before it can work with 4 sub-
carriers for higher data rate [5]; it is impossible to allocate multiple
subcarriers to uniformly designed tags in the runtime. Such issues
hinder OFDMA backscatter prototype from efficiently scaling up,
and deteriorate the desired flexibility.

In this paper, we present DigiScatter, an OFDMA backscatter
system realizing digital frequency synthesis, which provides an
efficient prototyping approach for large-scale OFDMA backscat-
ter networks. In DigiScatter, we for the first time integrate inverse
discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) into the tag design; such a sim-
ple but effective improvement enables the system to support high
concurrency and flexible spectrum resource allocation through
pure software configurations in an online manner. Our technical
contributions are as follows.

First, we show how to integrate IDFT into the tag design, which
realizes all-digital baseband processing as shown in Fig. 1(b): the I/Q
output directly controls the RF switch network for mixing with the
CW without the analog frequency synthesizer (§3.2), in contrast to
the classic tag design adopted by a number of existing backscatter
systems as shown in Fig. 1(a) [5, 9–11, 13].

Second, we present new protocols for the OFDMA backscatter
system under the IDFT based frequency synthesizer, which allows
the system to flexibly allocate multiple subcarriers to any uniformly
designed tag in an online manner without hardware modification.

Moreover, the system is able to adjust the concurrency and data
rate through flexibly configuring IDFT size in the runtime, which
yields efficient spectrum resource utilization (§3.2).

Third, we construct a prototype for DigiScatter, which physically
realizes 100 and 300 concurrent OFDMA backscatter transmissions
in 2.4GHz and 900MHz respectively, and provides frequency synthe-
sis capability for supporting 1019 concurrent transmissions (§5). We
conduct comprehensive experiments with the prototype to evaluate
our proposed design.

2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 OFDMA Backscatter Design
OFDMA backscatter [5] is based on OFDM, which contains multiple
orthogonal subcarriers in the given spectrum. OFDMA backscatter
system assigns each tag a subcarrier through frequency shifting:
each tag shifts the backscattered signal’s frequency to an OFDM sub-
carrier’s frequency and convey the local information using phase
modulation. In particular, the excitation signal contains control
information instructing the amount of spectrum spacing (∆f ) each
tag should carry out for frequency shifting, which guarantees that
the backscattered signals are orthogonal to each other in the fre-
quency domain, thus concurrent backscatter transmissions can be
supported. The prototype implementation as presented in [5] is
based on 802.11g’s OFDM framework containing only 48 data sub-
carriers (the other 12 null subcarriers and 4 pilot subcarriers for
special purposes); therefore, 48 concurrent backscatter transmis-
sions can be supported.

Generally, given the spectrum bandwidth BW, the number of
subcarriers can be supported in an OFDMA system is determined
by the design of the spectrum spacing between neighboring sub-
carriers (∆f ). Theoretically, ∆f can be arbitrarily small, making
infinite subcarriers available, which in turn making infinite concur-
rent backscatter transmissions possible. However, smaller spacing
requires higher frequency resolution of hardware in practical sys-
tem implementation. For OFDMA backscatter, the tag must be able
to distinguish neighboring subcarriers under the spectrum spacing
of ∆f , which is actually determined by the stability and accuracy
of the frequency-shifting clock in the tag.

The typical crystal oscillator’s frequency error tolerance can be
up to 100ppm. If we directly use this clock to generate the shift
frequency, then the maximum frequency error can be BW · 100

1×106 .
If the resulted frequency error is equal to or greater than ∆f , then
it is impossible for the tag to distinguish a subcarrier and the ones
adjacent to it. Consequently, we must guarantee that the maximum
frequency error tolerance is no greater than ∆f = BW

N , where N is
the concurrency. That is

BW ·
100

1 × 106
≤ BW ·

1
N

(1)

thus
N ≤ 1 × 104. (2)

This means that themaximum concurrency of the OFDMAbackscat-
ter system can be up to 1×104. The potential of OFDMA backscatter
design to support concurrency is huge.
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Figure 2: Tag design with analog frequency synthesizer.

2.2 Issues for Network Scaling
■ Laborious offline configuration process. The tag’s circuit
design of OFDMA backscatter is shown in Fig.2, where the part
contained in the dashed frame is the frequency synthesizer used
for generating the shifting frequency. In fact, a number of exist-
ing backscatter systems [5, 9–11, 13] adopt the similar design. The
frequency synthesizer is factually a VCO based PLL, and the VCO
itself is a regular analog component in FPGA. It requires a pre-
cise external clock as a reference clock, which is usually a crystal
oscillator; the output of VCO is multiple of the reference clock,
which goes through two Johnson counters to generate the shifting
frequency and the baseband frequency respectively. The baseband
logic outputs the local information in the form of square wave, and
the two RF switches act as mixers, which “moves” the information
to the carrier with desired frequency.

In order to generate square waves with appropriate shifting fre-
quency and baseband frequency, values of parameters N,m1 and
m2 need to be carefully assigned after fr ef is given. For example,
passive Wi-Fi [9] uses fr ef = 12.375kHz to generate 49.5MHz
VCO frequency, which is 4000× the reference frequency. The VCO
frequency is then divided by 4 and 4.5 to generate the shifting fre-
quency and baseband frequency, which are 12.375MHz and 11MHz,
respectively.

The frequency generated by a PLL is precise if the mathematical
relationship among fr ef , fvco and fout is correctly modeled. The
model is then written into divider registers to take effect. A number
of factors have to be taken into account to construct the relationship
model, such as the divider range, VCO operating range and PFD
constraints. More constraints can be found in FPGA datasheets
[57–60]. For example, most VCOs on FPGAs can only work in an
interval of [600, 1200]MHz for Xilinx 7-series FPGAs, and it is a
typical rule for the PLL to maximize VCO frequency while using
smallest dividers when there exist multiple solutions to generate the
target frequency. Due to such implicity between target frequency
and divider settings, the frequency configuration process is usually
manually computed via IDE provided by the FPGA manufacturer.
Consider that in 802.11ax [23], the number of OFDM subcarriers
grows to 256 and the subcarrier spacing becomes 78.125kHz. All 256
tags need to be manually configured and programmed for its PLL
configuration. To prototype a backscatter network in this scenario
is time-consuming.

It is worth mentioning that an alternative could be using the
COTS programmable oscillator to directly generate shifting fre-
quency, which however still can not avoid configuring the di-
vider settings in the prototyping process. We investigate the pro-
grammable oscillators fromTi, Silicon Labs and Linear Technology[43–
45], which are suitable in frequency range and frequency step for
the purpose of scaling up the OFDMA backscatter prototype; how-
ever, we find that they are called ‘programmable’ because their
dividers can be digitally configured, similar to PLL modules on
FPGAs. As a result, the same problem will still exsit even if we use
COTS programmable oscillators.
■ Inflexibility in supporting heterogeneous connectivities.
An advantageous capability of the OFDMA backscatter design is
to provide heterogeneous connectivities to tags [5]. In particular,
some tags can be allocated with more than one subcarrier, thus
supporting faster uplink. Physically, all the tags can be regarded
as mainly consisting of a splitter/combiner and a single side band
(SSB) module as shown in [5], where the SSB module manages to
yield two way backscatter signals with π

2 frequency offset. Conse-
quently, if we install an 8-way splitter/combiner and 4 SSB modules
in the tag, then the tag can work with 4 subcarriers thus the data
rate can increase by 4 times. Each SSB module will also need to
implement an independent analog synthesizer for the specific sub-
carrier generation. Such design requires the tag’s hardware to be
modified offline, and the system is unable to adjust the subcarri-
ers allocation in the runtime, which deteriorates the flexibility of
spectrum resource allocation in the OFDMA backscatter system.

3 CORE DESIGN OF DIGISCATTER
Based on the analysis above, we can see that the analog frequency
synthesizer is the main reason that hinders prototyping large-scale
OFDMA backscatter networks. The natural idea is to design a digital
synthesizer to realize the frequency shifting operation. This section
present the core design of DigiScatter. We first present the basic idea
of digital synthesis for OFDMA backscatter, and then show how to
implement the design in practice. We are to show that our simple
but effective improvement can resolve the issues for prototyping
large-scale OFDMA backscatter networks, and can help improve
spectrum efficiency of the system.

3.1 Basic Idea
The frequency shifting operation essentially is the process of gener-
ating a time-domain signal that fills a desired frequency band. This
process in the regular OFDMA system is factually accomplished by
the digital IFFT module of the transmitter. IFFT module has two
important parameters: 1) size or the number of bins denoted by N ;
2) output sampling frequency fs . The output sampling frequency
determines baseband bandwidth; the number of bins is factually the
number of pieces the baseband is sliced, or the number of subcarri-
ers. Each input bin is a frequency-domain entry to a subcarrier and
each output bin is a sampling point of the time-domain signal to be
transmitted. We can see that there is no need to consider divider
settings in IFFT in contrast to the current design as mentioned.

Along this vein, we propose the tag design with IFFT as shown
in Fig. 3. The first step is to put a symbol from the input bit stream
into an input bin of the IFFT module, in order to assign the symbol a
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subcarrier with desired frequency. After performing IFFT, both the
real and the imaginary part of the output sequence are thresholded
to directly control those RF switches for mixing. The key obser-
vation here is that the process directly generates the symbol-level
discrete sequence just like in the regular OFDM transmitter. Sup-
porting heterogeneous connectivities requires generating multiple
shifting frequencies simultaneously, for which the symbols could
be first interleaved and then fed to corresponding input bins. After
performing IFFT, the remaining process is the same.

Note that the high-resolution DAC is needed in regular active
OFDM transmitters to convert IFFT outputs into the analog domain
with acceptable distortion. After that, the output will be further
mixed by local carrier and then converted to RF domain. For the
backscatter device, even if the DAC is realized, there is no way for
the output to be directly modulated on the carrier that is actually
provided by the excitation signal transmitter, which is too weak
to drive a MOSFET based mixer. Our key insight here is that we
can use local IFFT digital outputs to drive RF switches to mix the
carrier signal for the tag. To make the IFFT outputs to be accepted
by RF switches, we need to first binarize the signal in both I and Q
path. Such binarization would distort the IFFT output waveform,
which however is acceptable for backscatter devices expected to
utilize limited number of subcarriers simultaneously.

Compared with the design as shown in Fig. 2, the new design as
shown in Fig. 3 can dramatically improve efficiency and flexibility
for large-scale prototyping. Consider that the bandwidth of the
frequency spectrum BW is determined by the sampling frequency,
the subcarrier spacing is BW

N . If we choose an arbitrarily great
value of N , there will be an arbitrarily large number of subcarriers,
which is convenient for the prototype to scale up for higher con-
currency. In particular, we can generate a time-domain sequence
for frequency shifting in any spectrum resolution if we choose
an appropriate N , feed the symbol into input bins and fix fs . For
example, to generate 256 concurrency with 20MHz band, we only
have to use a sampling clock of 20MHz, and set N = 256. The tag
working in the xth subcarrier only needs to feed the information to
the input bin x and sets other input bins to be zeros. Such a method
can generate multiple subcarriers simultaneously with the similar
workflow, because IFFT naturally supports parallel modulation on
different subcarriers. It is flexible to generate 4 subcarriers without
any need for hardware modification compared with the design in
[5]. No matter how high concurrency needs to be supported, IFFT

(a) Resource consumption. (b) Computation latency.

Figure 4: FPGA resource consumption and latency: Regular
IFFT vs streamlined IDFT.

solution only needs the tag to generate the frequency equal to the
baseband bandwidth (e.g., 20MHz in 802.11g), which is easy for
most of FPGAs.

3.2 IDFT based Design
To implement the design as shown in Fig. 3 with COTS IFFT module
in the FPGA is feasible but may not be optimal for the following
two reasons:
• Resource consumption. The IFFT module consumes FPGA re-
sources like adders, RAMs, multipliers and registers. We take the
open-access burst radix 2 IFFT design provided by Simulink [46]
as an example, where the resource consumption is illustrated
in Fig.4(a). We can see that over two thousands bit registers are
used, and we still leaves the resource consumption of interface
logic, output buffer and timing control logic unconsidered.

• Latency. IFFT operations are sequential and incur latency. To
perform IFFT, a frequency-domain input vector should be first
loaded, which constitutes a ‘frame’. It then takes several clock
cycles to finish the butterfly operation for the ‘frame’. We note
that an IFFT ‘frame’ only contains one symbol. To transmit all
symbols in a frame, we need to obtain IFFT ‘frames’ one after
another. The latency is dependent on the IFFT architecture and
the number of IFFT points. We test the latency of two open-
access IFFT designs from Simulink[46] to illustrate the latency
of a ‘frame’ in Fig.4(b).
We propose an IDFT based design to realize the basic idea as

shown in Fig. 3. It is well known that IFFT is a fast algorithm for
IDFT, which is to transform a frequency-domain sequence X [k]
into the time-domain counterpart x[n]:

x[n] =
1
N

N−1∑
k=0

X [k]W −kn
N , (3)

whereWN equals e−j2π /N . IFFT is designed for general purposes
with many inputs and high-resolution fixed-point outputs, which
however is far more than what is required for performing frequency
shifting in backscatter. We have the following observations for IFFT
based frequency shifting as shown in Fig. 3.
• Sparse input. Each tag is normally allocated one bin (subcarrier),
making all other elements in the input vector zeros except the
allocated bin.

• One-bit output The tag modulates CW through impedance
matching and the impedance has only two values: 0 and infinity,
which corresponds to the reflection ratio of -1 and 1, respectively.
Consequently, the result of IFFT is not necessarily an accurate
fixed-point number, and could be an one-bit or logic number.
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Consequently, we can rewrite Eq. (3) for the particular frequency
shifting scenario. Assume that a tag is assigned a subcarrier corre-
sponding to IFFT bin k0, then rest of the bins are set to be zeros:

x[n] =
1
N
X [k0]W

−k0n
N .

Take PSK for example,X [k0] = e j2πp0 with 2πp0 being the complex
angle of a PSK symbol. Using Euler formula to expand the equation,
we have

x[n] =
1
N
cos(

2π
N

k0n + 2πp0) + j
1
N
sin(

2π
N

k0n + 2πp0),

where n ranges from 0 to N − 1 and k0 is a constant. It can be
seen that the complexity of IDFT in this case is only O(N ), in con-
trast to the computational complexity of IFFTO(Nloд(N )). Directly
computing IDFT brings reduced computational complexity in the
particular case.

We set the threshold to be zero for both the real and imaginary
part of x[n] to fit the two states of RF switches. For simplicity,
the real part one-bit output of x[n] is denoted by R[n], and the
imaginary part output of x[n] is denoted by I [n]. We thus obtain

R[n] = NOT ((
k0n

N
+ p0 ≥ 0.25 +m)&&(

k0n

N
+ p0 < 0.75 +m)),

I [n] = (
k0n

N
+ p0 ≥ 0 +m)&&(

k0n

N
+ p0 < 0.5 +m),

where
m = [

k0n

N
+ p0].

Apparently, using the above IDFT design would save FPGA re-
source in prototypes. To quantize it, we realize the above simplified
IDFT modules with different sizes using FPGA; and the correspond-
ing resource consumption and latency cost are shown in Fig.4. It can
be seen that IDFT significantly saves all aspects of FPGA resources
compared to burst radix 2 IFFT. The simplified IDFT consumes 1
multiplier, 7 adders, 17 registers and no RAM. As the size increases,
the resource consumption of both IDFT and IFFT does not change
much. For IFFT, this characteristic is at the cost of longer latency,
while IDFT always has no latency.

3.3 Dynamic Spectrum Allocation
Our simple but effective improvement described above can resolve
the issues for prototyping large-scale OFDMA backscatter networks
as mentioned in Section 2.2. We here show that the new design can
realize dynamic spectrum allocation for the system in the runtime.

Practical deployment of the large scale backscatter network may
encounter the scenario that the number of tags online is dynamic.
In particular, the tag just online may want to connect to a network,
but the network has reached the capacity of its own; a number of
tags may leave a network, leaving most of the spectrum resource
idling. In order to support the use case and fully utilize the spec-
trum resource, we must be able to adjust the spectrum spacing in
the runtime to rearrange subcarriers, which essentially requires
changing the IDFT size in the runtime.

The size of IDFT is N = 2M , and division by N can be realized
through right shifting M bits. The process utilizes the property
of fixed-point number therefore can be easily implemented on a
FPGA. If the subcarriers are insufficient, we could instruct the IDFT

Preamble for Triggering
[K*66]

M
[5]

Parity
[1]

Bin
[10]

Parity
[1]

12
3

Transmitter Receiver
Tag

802.11n Preamble Pure Tone

Control frame for tagsFor receiver Preamble + Payload

Control Frame1 2 3

Figure 5: Transmitter frame structure.

module on the tag to double N by increasingM by 1. If many idling
subcarriers appear, we could instruct the tag to decrease M by 1.
The subcarrier occupation information is recorded by the excitation
signal transmitter, which takes charge of sending control messages
according to the network condition. Note that either in increasing
M or deceasingM , the tag would not change k0. Once k0 exceeds
the new value of N , the device would return to unassociation state
and join the network again; then it will be assigned with a new
valid k0.

In order to support the functionality, we need to modify the
receiver design of the OFDMA backscatter system. A generic FFT
module is needed on the receiver to support dynamic-sized IDFT
operations on tags.We could set FFT size of the receiver to beN0, the
maximum size designed for the receiver, and always let the receiver
to perform N0-point FFT. For example, an 1024-point FFT module
can handle situations with the IDFT sizes ranging from 16 to 1024.
Recall Eq. (3), the termW −kn

N distinguishes different subcarriers.
Consider a concurrency condition N1 = 2M1 , a bin k1 is mapped
to bin 210−M1 · k1 in 1024 concurrency. We considerW −kn

N under
N = 128 and k = 4, which can be written asW −kn

N = e−j2π ·4n/128,
or e−j2π ·32n/1024. The latter one is also the expression of bin 32
in the 1024. In other words, bin 4 in the 128-point IFFT case is
equivalent to bin 32 in the 1024-point case.

For decoding a frame under the concurrency situation that is
lower than 1024, we first perform zero-padding to increase the
length of the original symbol to fit the length of 1024-point FFT. We
then perfom 1024-point FFT, and down sample the output sequence
to fit the concurrency N0 before we perform channel equalization
and direction-directed PLL. Note that the key steps zero-padding
and down sampling are for FFT-size matching and maintaining
orthogonality. Based on the design, we can use a fixed-size FFT to
decode dynamic concurrency situations.

4 PROTOCOL DESIGN
We now show how the excitation signal transmitter, tags and the
receiver interact with each other in the DigiScatter system, so that
those advantages mentioned can be fully exerted. We use Fig. 5 to
illustrate how new-coming tags can associate with the system, and
use Fig. 6 to show how the associated tag and the newcomer can
coexist.

In Fig. 5, tx and rx have the same capability of decoding backscat-
tered signals from tags. Tx continuously broadcast the data frame
as shown in the figure, which basically contains three parts:
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Figure 6: DigiScatter association process: tag B as new-comer
and tag A has been associated.

• 802.11n preamble. This is for tx-rx synchronization in both
time and frequency domain.

• Control frame. The frame consists of several fields: The Pream-
ble is for triggering the tag,M followed by a Parity is to guarantee
that the regulated system concurrency configuration is correctly
received. Bin is for assigning the tag the corresponding subcar-
rier, and the Parity field is with the same purpose as in the case
ofM field. Preamble consists of a variable number of triggering
sequences; and each sequence is embedded with unique clock
information for syncrhonization. The length of Preamble is ad-
justed to fit practical deployment.

• Pure tone. Tx starts to send a pure tone with bin 0. The tag starts
to convey local bits upon receiving the pure tone. The backscat-
tered signal to be transmitted by the tag consists of a preamble
and payload. The tag-to-rx preamble is for channel estimation
and modulation mode indication. In particular, the preamble is
transformed into the frequency domain at the receiver to estimate
the corresponding channel response H (k) for channel equaliza-
tion; we regulate that the preamble uses BPSK modulation, while
the payload can be in either BPSK or QPSK, for which the last
symbol of the preamble indicates which modulation is used. The
payload contains a cyclic suffix (CS) addressing ICI and ISI, which
has the same function as the cyclic prefix (CP) design as in [5].
We mention that static phase offsets will be calibrated during
the channel estimation for tag-to-rx preamble; and the dynamic
phase offsets mentioned in [5] is addressed by DD-PLL algorithm
[36].
Joining process. After slicing the bandwidth, Tx has 2M sub-

carriers available. Tx first selects one of the subcarriers and asks if
there is a tag wants to join in the system using Association Invi-
tation, which is realized by putting the index of the subcarrier in
Bin field of the broadcasting frame. The new coming tag receives
the frame and joins in the system by conveying an Association
ACK using the subcarrier. After tx decodes the request, it confirms
that the new coming tag is assigned the subcarrier just broadcast
by sending an Association Confirmation consisting of an invalid
N (≥ 2048) and the ID of the tag. Tx then will broadcast the next
subcarrier to be assigned. This process is shown in tag B’s case of
Fig. 6.

If there is a tag to be allocated 8 subcarriers tries to join in the
network, then the tag needs to execute the regular joining process
for 8 times till all its subcarriers are successfully allocated. The
association ACK is modified correspondingly so that the receiver
can correctly decode the messages using the deinterleaver.

Collision settlement in joining process. If multiple new-coming
tags claim the same subcarrier, the tx is unable to decode the ACK.
Then Tx will fill a special value (1023) into the Bin field and broad-
cast again. Upon receiving this frame, tags will start the back-off
process, so that they will finally get associated. In detail, each tag
has a 4-bit counter driven by the sampling clock. These four bits,
which are virtually random, will be used as the initial value of a
frame-level count down clock once a back-off command is received.
In practical deployment scenarios, tags can also be pre-configured
the joining order if the system need to associate a large number of
tags from the start, which could save much time for networking.

Concurrency configuration process. After associated with
the system, tags record the value ofM field in the broadcast frame.
If the newly broadcasting frame has a new value in M field, this
means that the system is adjusting the concurrency configuration. If
the concurrency is enhanced, associated tags do not need to rejoin;
if the concurrency is reduced, the tags assigned a subcarrier with
index greater than 2M must rejoin.

Triggering synchronization. Large-scale concurrent transmis-
sions require all the tags to be triggered at the same time. Existing
OFDMA backscatter design utilizes OOK signal with 11-bit mes-
sage to trigger tags generating backscattered signals; however, such
triggering scheme is unreliable especially when there are a large
number of tags. It could occur that only part of the tags are suc-
cessfully triggered in one round of excitation signal broadcasting;
those failed tags have to wait for the next round, thus the overall
system latency increases. To resolve the issue, a natural idea is
to use coding schemes to improve the reliability of triggering, for
example, existing OFDMA backscatter design uses 11-bit barker
code [5]; however, simply using longer codes still can not guarantee
triggering synchronization among a large number of tags. The low
energy budget of the tag’s receiver requires simple but effective
design to achieve the goal. Our solution is as follows.

The control frame contains up to 8 triggering sequences in order
to provide more triggering opportunities, so that all the tags can
be triggered at the same time. Each triggering sequence is with an
index, which indicates the period of time it is from the coming CW.
No matter which sequence works for the tag, the tag can estimate
the starting point of the CW and executing the backscatter process
at that time. Using 8 sequences provides highest probability to
trigger all tags but results in the longest version of the control
frame, which in turn incurs highest downlink overhead/latency. We
need to appropriately choose the number of triggering sequences
in the control frame. Suppose that the system is in the state with
observed triggering rate p0, current number of triggering sequences
is K and there are n tags. The latency cost for all backscatter tagsC
is:

C = (1 − p0) · n · 1/p0 ·Tf rame + K ·Ttr iддer · n;

where Tf rame and Ttr iддer denote the duration of the frame and
the single triggering sequence, respectively. The first term refers to
the estimated latency of retransmission for the untriggered tags,
and the second refers to the latency cost for triggering sequence
itself for all tags. In this case, Txwould adaptK by 1 if it can decrease
the total cost C or ∆C < 0, equivalently. Here ∆C is given by

∆C = −∆̃p · 1/p0 ·Tf rame +Ttr iддer · n;
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Figure 7: Trade-off of triggering rate.

where ∆̃p is the empirical difference of triggering rate and should be
measured through experiments.We present the empirical triggering
rate p̃ under different K configurations in Fig.7. We note that the
triggering rate can vary from time to time in a day dependent
on channel condition. In our experiments, we can oberseve 100%
triggering rate for consecutive 1000 frames when the channel is
good, while sometimes the triggering rate can be as low as 72%.

Coexistence Scenario. In Fig. 6, A and B are associated and
new-coming tags respectively. Tx broadcasts the frame as shown in
Fig. 5 and received by both of the tags. Tag A has associated with
the system thus send the local message back, but Tag B is a new
comer thus it has to accomplish the joining process as described
above. Note that the association process related messages will also
be received by tags that have been in the system, but will cause no
influence as long as the concurrency configuration is not changed.
Note that all the semantics can be delivered with the syntax of the
frame as shown in In Fig. 6. Such transmitter-initiated association
process saves one round of handshake in the joining process, in
contrast to the tag-initiated process presented in NetScatter.

5 IMPLEMENTATION AND IC DESIGN
■ Prototype construction. The hardware and deployment of the
DigiScatter testbed are shown in Fig. 8. We useWARP V3 board [49]
to realize the transmitter and receiver in 2.4GHz. The transmission
power is measured to be 15dBm. We attach the same 2dBi antenna
to the RF front when conducting experiments. We implement the
tag following the new design described in previous sections of the
paper. The RF part of the tag consists of an envelope detector and a
reflective RF switch for backscattering as in [5], which is attached
with a 2dBi antenna working in 2.4GHz. The IDFT algorithm and
downlink design are all written in Verilog and deployed on the
CMOD S7 [55] development board, which is based on Spartan 7
FPGA. The RF part of the tag and CMOD S7 is connected through
pins on the S7 board. RF part passes the result of envelope detection
to S7, which then outputs in phase logic signal to the RF part to
realize backscatter modulation.
■ IC design. We simulate IC power consumption for the DigiS-
catter tag design. A typical IC design for the backscatter system
contains three main components: digital baseband, backscatter mod-
ulator and frequency synthesizer, which are the main sources of
power consumption [2, 5–7, 9–11, 13, 30]. The backscatter modula-
tor refers to any assistant control logic that helps realize backscatter
modulation, including but not limited to single-side band (SSB) logic
and data multiplexer. However, only the first two digital parts can
be functionally verified in IC design; frequency synthesizer is a

functional verification gap between prototyping and IC implemen-
tation. Some of the previous works [5, 10, 11] adopt models of the
IC-implemented frequency synthesizer [12, 22] to estimate the cor-
responding power consumption, and some others did not provide
detailed functional performance in IC design [2, 9, 13].

We resolves this issue by integrating the dedicated synthesizer
for frequency shifting and backscatter modulator into a single IDFT
module which can be described using Verilog/VHDL in both FPGA
and IC design. We note that the output signal of IDFTmakes a direct
contact with the RF switches.Thus we eliminate the uncertainty
in IC implementation. Our IC design uses the Verilog code of the
baseband verified in FPGA, the Synopsis Design Compiler and
IC Complier with 40 nm LP process (voltage = 1.0 V). To give a
reasonable power estimation, VCD files containing signal behaviors
are used. The baseband mainly contains link-layer and physical
layer part. For the link layer including downlink decoding and state
configurations, the IC power consumption is 36.8µW . And for the
physical layer (channel coding and IDFT) directly controlling RF
switches, performing frequency shifting and modulation (which
is a natural SSB output), the IC power consumption under 20MHz
baseband can be as low as 14.7µW . The analog part refers to the RF
front, including power detector and RF switches, where the power
consumption is less than 3 µW . In total, power consumption of a
backscatter device under single subcarrier configuration is around
54.5µW .
■ Advantage of all-digital baseband design in prototyping.
Comparing the analog frequency synthesis design with our pro-
posed all-digital baseband design as shown in Fig. 1, the latter
has the advantage: it makes prototyping and IC simulation more
consistent.

The prototyping process adopting the PLL based analog fre-
quency synthesizer design incurs uncertainty in IC simulation for
the tag’s processing logic. The frequency shift produced by the
FPGA is normally stable and accurate; however, since the PLL has
the analog VCO, it can hardly be described using hardware de-
scription languages (HDLs) in IC simulation. Consequently, the
simulation usually adopts a modeling based approach to estimate
the power consumption. That is, the PLL is modeled as a ultra-
low power synthesizer that can generate the clock required for
frequency shifting [2, 5, 10, 11]. The overall power consumption
is the sum of the power consumption of the modeled frequency
synthesizer and other IC-realized submodules such as the down-
link decoding and baseband processing [2, 3, 5, 9–12]. The hidden
uncertainty in this process is: Although the ultra-low power synthe-
sizer model can generate the desired frequency, the corresponding
reliability and accuracy are lower than the FPGA PLL. If the IC
is indeed manufactured following the simulation scheme [5, 12],
the generated frequency shifts might jitter, which could jeopardize
the frequency orthogonality thus making the backscatter system
unpredictable in practice.

The all-digital processing logic totally can be described using
the HDL with no need for modeling, which makes prototyping and
IC simulation more consistent.
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(a) BER and CS length. (b) Hardware delay.

Figure 9: Timing mismatch.

6 EVALUATION
6.1 Timing mismatch
We first examine if the CS design can neutralize the timing mis-
match, which is incurred by the hardware response delay and signal
propagation delay. Serious time mismatch could incur ISI and ICI
as in regular OFDMA system. We conduct the following two exper-
iments to evaluate impact of timing mismatch.
■ Overall timing mismatch. We choose a series of CS lengths
and measure the BER under those CS configurations. Changing CS
lengths will simultaneously modify symbol rates, and hence the
receiver algorithm correspondingly adapts in this test. The tx-to-tag
and tag-to-rx distance are set to be both 5m, close to the maximum
distance DigiScatter can support. Note that each point of CS length
can be translated into timing tolerance of 50ns . Results are shown
in Fig.9(a). It can be seen that the length of CS becomes critical to
system performance when CS length is less than 4 sampling points;
and the BER becomes stable after then. Our choice of CS length
(16 samples) corresponds to the minimum BER and can provide
sufficient tolerance for time delay.
■ Hardware delay.We randomly select a number of DigiScatter
tags in the experiment and measure the response time after being
triggered by the control frame from the transmitter. We connect
two channels of oscilloscope to the envelope detector output and
FPGA logic signal output respectively, and measure the time differ-
ence between the end of control frame and the start of backscatter
modulation by comparing the waveforms of two oscilloscope chan-
nels. The oscilloscope [48] has a sampling frequency of 5GSa/s . We
conduct the same experiments for the randomly chosen devices
to reveal the variance. The hardware delay results are depicted in
Fig.9(b). We can see that the hardware delay is within 500ns in
thousands times of tests, and the red median lines show that the
hardware delay can be as low as zero, within the time resolution of
oscilloscope 0.2ns .

(a) Sidelobe power impact. (b) Frequency offset in num. of bins.

Figure 10: Frequency mismatch.

6.2 Frequency Mismatch
The frequency mismatch includes SFO and CFO. Although CFO can
be coarsely removed at the beginning of receiver algorithm, resid-
ual CFO is still the major factor impacting the system performance,
which could be higher than SFO in 1-2 order of magnitude. DigiS-
catter tags work in fixed frequencies after link-layer configuration,
thus timing mismatch has no impact on frequency mismatch. We
note that in NetScatter, time delay would incur frequency mismatch
because chirp signal’s frequency is time-varying, which makes is
more difficult to synchronize in time domain. In our experiment, we
test frequency offsets caused by SFO under 1024 concurrency. We
choose 2 different devices and let them traverse 1024 IFFT bins. In
their communication progress, the frequency offset is estimated by
the receiver DSP algorithm. To be specific, we use DD-PLL (decision-
directed PLL) algorithm [36] to record the phase error and further
obtain their frequency offset. DD-PLL is a classic digital-domain
carrier recovery algorithm which alternatively estimates the phase
deviation and makes demodulation decisions. We record this phase-
correction process and extract the phase deviations estimated by
DD-PLL, which is further translated to the final frequency offset.
The frequency offset can be counted by the number of IFFT bins.

We present these results in Fig.10(b). It shows that the frequency
deviation can vary between 10Hz and 10kHz over the spectrum,
which can be totally handled by the DD-PLL. Besides, the mini-
mum frequency spacing between two devices in bin level is 0.75
bin when they work in adjacent subcarriers. The power influence
corresponding to the frequency deviation is presented in Fig.10(a).
We choose an ideal OFDMA symbol and perform zero-padding to
achieve sub-bin spectrum impact similar to [3]. We pad the orig-
inal symbol to 100 × 210 points to obtain 0.01 bin resolution. We
can see that 0.75 bin deviation’s corresponding power influence is
−10.05dB according to the result in Fig.10(a). Frequency mismatch
can be well handled using DD-PLL with a feedback factor of 0.5.

6.3 Harmonic Interference
DigiScatter adopts 1-bit quantization, that is, two impedance states,
which could incur 3rd and 5th harmonics like existing backscatter
systems [5, 6, 9–11]. In this experiment, we first assign two devices
bins k0 and 3k0 respectively, which makes the second device subject
to impact of the first device’s 3rd harmonic. We then measure the
BER of the 3k0-bin device and record results when both devices are
under decoding. This result could reflect the 3rd harmonic impact.
Similarly, we then assign the second device bin 5k0 and N − k0 to
measure the 5th harmonic. The baseline are BERs when there is no
harmonic interference for the tag (e.g. only one tag operates in the
channel). From Fig.12, we can see that the 3rd harmonic has a more
serious impact compared to 5th harmonic due to higher power level,
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(a) Spectrum comparison. (b) Throughput gain.

Figure 11: Heterogeneous access.

but the latter results will show that all those interferences still can
be harnessed.

6.4 Heterogeneous Connectivities
Assigning multiple subcarriers to the tag could possibly incur the
following two kinds of negative influences:
■ Power spreading. The backscattered signal power is spread to
all subcarriers assigned to the tag, which results in lower transmis-
sion power for each subcarrier.
■ Power leakage. The tag could leak power to impact subcarriers
that are not assigned to it, due to the distortion effect brought by
quantization (binarization).

To measure spectrum of the multi-subcarrier tag, we first modify
the tag logic to send data continuously bypassing triggering scheme
and link layer logic, and then put the tag between an analog signal
generator (Keysight N5171B) and a spectrum analyzer (Keysight
N9322C) which are 1 meter away. The signal generator sends a
2.45GHz pure tone in 20dBm; and the spectrum analyzer has a
20dB input attenuation. Since the downlink is disabled, we config-
ure subcarrier settings via digital pins. We find that if the number of
subcarriers assigned to a single tag is no greater than 1/16 total sub-
carriers, the impacts mentioned above can be neglected as shown
in Fig.11(a), which illustrates the spectrum of a single subcarrier in
a tag, when the tag is assigned one and 8 subcarriers respectively.
■ Throughput gain. The main benefit for the multi-subcarrier
tag is the improvement of throughput compared with the single-
subcarrier tag. This is verified by the throughput gain ratio of a
multi-subcarrier tag under different subcarrier assignment configu-
rations over the single-subcarrier case as shown in Fig.11(b). This
performance is obtained under N ≥ 128.

6.5 Worst-Case LOS and NLOS Range
We set the tx-tag distance d1 and tag-rx distance d2 the same and
increase both of them simultaneously to find the maximum com-
munication range DigiScatter can support. Such a deployment is
the worst-case setting according to the property of the backscatter
signal propagation as pointed in [9]. We fix the distance between
the transmitter and receiver. In the NLOS scenario, the tag is put
inside a cardboard box. The x-axis in Fig.13 shows the value of d1
(note that d1 = d2). In the worst case of d1 = d2, DigiScatter can
work in an area with a diameter of 7m with d1 (or d2) being at least
5m under different concurrency configurations. Normally, higher
concurrency requires higher accuracy for the system operation,
thus the BER is higher in the same range setting. The NLOS per-
formance is similar to LOS performance with N = 256 in terms of
BER but the range is shorter, because the weak signal could hardly
trigger the tag in longer distance.

Figure 12: Harmonic interference.

(a) LOS. (b) NLOS.

Figure 13: Communication range.

(a) Single tag PHY data rate. (b) Network PHY data rate.

Figure 14: Data rates.

6.6 Network Performance
We now start to evaluate the DigiScatter system’s overall capability
for data delivery in the following aspects:
■ Physical-layer and Link-layer data rate. The formmer is the
raw data rate achieved in the payload part, and the latter measures
the data rate of useful payload after considering overheads includ-
ing preamble, control frame, tag’s preamble and channel coding.
We evaluate these two data rates for both the single device and
the whole network under different concurrency configurations. In
particular, we examine situations with concurrency 32, 64, 128, 256,
512 and 1024, respectively, where we adopt BPSK modulation and
fs = 20MHz. We use 100 DigiScatter tags for the experiments. For
the situation that concurrency is greater than 100, we divide all the
subcarriers into groups with each containing up to 100 subcarriers.
Such subcarriers are assigned to those 100 tags in several rounds,
so that all the bins are traversed. We conduct the experiments in a
meeting room as shown in Fig. 8, with all the tags randomly placed
on the table. Wi-Fi signals from multiple pre-installed APs can be
detected.

The results in Fig.14(a) shows that the PHY data rate of a single
tag decreases as the concurrency N increases, because the spectrum
resource, i.e. the bandwidth of each tag halves when paramter N
doubles. Similarly, in Fig.14(b) the curves are in a jagged shape be-
cause the network doubles the number of subcarriers by squeezing
current users’ spectrum when there are not enough subcarriers.
This operation is realized by broadcasting a new parameterM in
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Figure 15: Network latency.

the downlink which doubles parameter N of all the backscatter
devices in the network. A drawback of this method is that spectrum
utilization would decrease to around 50% everytime the spectrum
saturates. However, this is a tradeoff between power efficiency and
performance. We note that for the simplicity of IDFT calculation
in Section 3.2, we set N = 2M . If we want to realize a smooth data
rate, we should be capable of changing parameter N arbitrarily (e.g.
17,18,19...), thus we not only need an extra divider in IDFT module,
but also have to increase the overhead brought by downlink control
frame since N can be no more represented byM .
■ Latency. In Fig.15, we present that DigiScatter provide a signif-
cantly lower network latency (80µs) compared to OFDMA backscat-
ter when there are more than 48 tags. Even when the number of
devices is smaller than 48, their latency is at the same level (80µs vs.
72µs). Their latency differences lie in three aspects: a) DigiScatter
adopts 802.11n preamble, which is shorter than 802.11g preamble
used in OFDMA backscatter; b) DigiScatter has a downlink symbol
rate of 2MHz, which is 8× OFDMA backscatter (250kHz), but has
a longer control frame; c) DigiScatter supports concurrency up to
1024 while OFDMA backscatter supports only 48.
■ Concurrency examination in bin level. We present the PHY
bitrate of each subcarrier under different concurrency configura-
tions. We examine the bin-level data of 100 tags in 2.4GHz band
[62] with WARP and 300 tags in 900MHz with USRP E312 [47]
as shown in Fig.16(a) and Fig.16(b). We also use 100 2.4GHz tags
to sweep the spectrum under different configurations, which are
shown in Fig.16(c) and Fig.16(d). We calculate the theoretical value
of PHY data rate, which is then compared with the data rate in the
practical situation. Figure 16 shows that subcarriers around index
0 are unavailable because the transceiver IC we use (MAX2829)
would filter out any signal within 100 kHz in baseband when re-
ceiving backscattered signals. This is a typical transceiver design
to avoid saturation caused by high DC power, making several sub-
carriers unavailable in DigiScatter. Those subcarriers account for
within 0.5% of all the subcarriers. For example, in 1024 concurrency
configuration, there are 5 subcarriers unavailable, thus the number
of concurrent backscatter transmissions is 1019.

7 DISCUSSIONS: OFDMA VS DCSS
Comparedwith the proof-of-concept OFDMAbackscatter [5], DigiS-
catter emphasizes on practical large-scale prototyping of OFDMA
backscatter networks, which provides more efficiency and flexibil-
ity. However, OFDMA backscatter design is not the only way for

(a) 100 tags in 2.4GHz.
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(b) 300 tags in 900MHz.
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Figure 16: Concurrency examination in bin level.

realizing large-scale backscatter networks. The DCSS can also help
achieve the goal as mentioned. This section compares the OFDMA
with DCSS based backscatter design in technical details, in order to
make the big picture more complete.
■ Bottlenecks of concurrency. Comparing OFDM and DCSS
based design, we can see that both of them essentially assign unique
FFT bin to each tag. Their potentials for supporting large-scale con-
currency are restricted by the hardware capability for tolerating the
frequency mismatch. However, the main sources of the frequency
mismatch for the two systems are different. For DigiScatter, oscilla-
tor jitter is the main source, thus the concurrency limitation can
be calculated from the ppm value of the crystal oscillator, as ana-
lyzed in Section 2.1. For NetScatter, besides the oscillator jitter, the
concurrency is also influenced by the hardware delay. In particular,
NetScatter reports that the frequency offset is equivalent to 0.15 bin
under SF = 9 [3], while the hardware delay can be as high as 3.5µs ,
which is in fact more than 1 bin (2 µs) and close to 2 bins. This is
caused by the characteristic of CSS modulation: timing mismatch
can also incur frequency mismatch.

In the perspective of spetrum utilization, we can see that NetScat-
ter realizes 256 concurrency with 500kHz, while DigiScatter needs
20MHz to potentially realize 1019 concurrency. This is because con-
currency in practice is more dependent on the hardware restriction;
simply increasing bandwidth cannot provide higher concurrency
for backscatter, because the hardware restriction scales up when
increasing the bandwidth:

1) For DCSS based design, the hardware delay scales up with
bandwidth increasing, thus doubling the bandwidth does not nec-
essarily double the concurrency. NetScatter examines what will
happen if BW increased from 500KHz to 1MHz and SF increased
from 9 to 10; the result is that the MCU hardware delay can be up
to 3.5µs , which is equivalent to x bins where x = BW · tDelay = 3.5
[3]. This indicates that increasing the BW can incur more serious
frequency mismatch. NetScatter uses guarding cyclic shifts to over-
come the frequency mismatch, which means that the system will
use only one out of every SKIP + 1 cyclic shifts among all availalbe
cyclic shifts. If x = 3.5, then NetScatter must set SKIP = 3 at least,
which makes the concurrency still 2SF /(SKIP + 1) = 256.
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2) For both DCSS and OFDMA design, the clock frequency vari-
ation scales up with BW increases. The frequency synthesizer nor-
mally has a reference clock usually made of a crystal oscillator,
where the error of the oscillator is profiled by the number of er-
rors could occur in every 1 million oscillations. Increasing BW is
equivalent to increasing sampling frequency fs , which increases
the frequency offset in Hz. For example, in DigiScatter, frequency
offset caused by oscillator can be up to 0.25 bin under fs = 20MHz
and the concurrency can be supported is 1024 theoretically. If we
let fs = 40MHz, with the bandwidth of the subcarrier unchanged,
theoretically we could have the number of bins available doubled;
however, the frequency offset will be also doubled (up to 0.5 bin),
which can impact more bins in this case. Consequently, the concur-
rency does not necessarily double.

Moreover, the concurrency of the backscatter system is also
influenced by the system’s working frequency and transmitting
power of the excitation signal transmitter in practice. In particu-
lar, NetScatter’s working frequency is 900MHz and the excitation
signal transmitting power is 30dBm, while DigiScatter’s working
frequency is 2.4GHz and the transmitting power is 15dB less than
the NetScatter case, which is due to the limitation of the WARP
V3 platform. This makes NetScatter able to cover larger areas thus
contain more concurrent tags. In contrast, DigiScatter’s coverage
is smaller, and it is difficult to successfully trigger tags located at
the rim of the coverage.
■Modulation techniques.DigiScatter adopts PSK (BPSK orQPSK)
modulation, while NetScatter utilizes OOK and CSS. 1) Under the
same transmission power, BPSK is 3-dB better than OOK based on
communication theory. However, PSK needs to recover phases, re-
quiring dedicated DSP; therefore, DigiScatter performs equalization
and DD-PLL processing while NetScatter only needs to judge peaks
in the spectrum. 2) Through using CSS, NetScatter can achieve
high processing gain, which provides opportunity for long-range
communication below the noise floor; however, using CSS means
that NetScatter can only work with limited symbol rate without
further optimization. As a result, the highest PHY data rate of a
DigiScatter device is 620 × the data rate of a NetScatter device.
■ Dynamic data rate adaptation. DigiScatter enables dynamic
rate adaptation, which in fact is supported by the IDFT. The dy-
namic adaptation scheme is triggered by the transmitter, and the
backscatter tags only provide an interface for downlink control.
To the best of our knowledge, DigiScatter is the first backscatter
system with such feature.
■ Suitable deployment scene. In contrast to NetScatter suitable
for wider-area deployment, DigiScatter is unable to communicate
below the noise floor due to the modulation characteristic and
carrier frequency. Recall Section 6.2, we reveal that tags working in
adjacent subcarriers under N = 1024 may have a maximum power
impact of −10.05dB to each other; therefore, DigiScatter suits dense
deployment in indoor environment. This will avoid the near-far
problem in contrast to NetScatter, because −10.05dB means 25m+
propagation [33] but the typical deployment diameter of DigiScatter
is about 10m, which means that two devices located at different
places would not interfere with each other.

Summary: OFDMA and DCSS based backscatter design in prin-
ciple can both support high concurrency, but restrained by various
factors in the practical implementation. We would like to emphasize

that enabling digital frequency synthesis is only one step forward
for constructing large scale OFDMA backscatter systems. Many
practical issues need to be resolved, which will be our future work.

8 RELATEDWORK
NetScatter [3] and OFDMA backscatter design [5] are all for enhanc-
ing concurrency of backscatter systems. In fact, such trials have
been made over the past decade. A number of approaches including
TDMA, FDMA, SDMA and CDMA have all been tried for backscat-
ter concurrency enhancement, where the design philosophy is to
improve efficiency of collision avoidance [1, 14–21]. Recent works
can decode collided parallel transmissions through analyzing the
RF-powered tags’ IQ features [1, 17, 19–21]. Early Wi-Fi backscatter
tags are also purely powered by RF signals [7, 8]. While consuming
energy in the microwatts level, the inherent low-efficient power
modulation scheme [7] and self-interference with the excitation sig-
nal [8] incur limited data rate and backscatter range of the system,
which can hardly support concurrency. OFDMA backscatter design
is first presented in [5]. Besides LoRa backscatter [2] and NetScatter
[3], PLoRa [6] is also a system utilizing CSS modulation and realizes
long-range communication. Different from the previous two CSS
based designs, PLoRa does not generate chirps on the tag; instead,
it performs blind chirp modulation based on ambient LoRa packets
using two different square waves for frequency shifting.

9 CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed DigiScatter, an OFDMA backscatter system en-
abling digital frequency synthesis. In DigiScatter, we for the first
time integrate IDFT into the tag design; such a simple but effec-
tive improvement enables the system to support high concurrency
and flexible spectrum resource allocation through pure software
configurations in an online manner.We have built a testbed and con-
duct comprehensive experiments to validate our design. DigiScatter
physically realizes 100 and 300 concurrent OFDMA backscatter
transmissions in 2.4GHz and 900MHz respectively, and provides
frequency synthesis capability for supporting 1019 concurrent trans-
missions.
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